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WINNING INTERNATIONAL
PROPERTY AWARDS
On 7th September 2017 The Rest Nature Estate won
two major international property awards at a glittering
gala dinner held in Dubai, by the organisers The Africa
& Arabia Development Awards.

THE TWO AWARDS WERE.
5 star Best Residential Development Award for South
Africa 2017/2018.
Best Development Marketing South Africa 2017/2018.
These are the most prestigious property awards
worldwide and the objective is to recognise excellence
in the property industry on a worldwide basis.
This is a first for any residential development in
Mpumalanga, and we can all be proud of our ownership
in The Rest Nature Estate. Previous prestigious winners
include Fancourt in George, Val de Vie in Paarl, Steyn
City and Waterfall Estate in Johannesburg - Watch out
Cape Town here comes Nelspruit.
In addition twice in the last three years The Rest Nature
Estate has been one of the three finalists of the Kruger
Lowveld Chamber of Business and Tourism for the
Large Company Awards, commonly referred to as the
“Clash of the Titans “.

THE KRUGER LOWVELD CHAMBER OF BUSINESS
AND TOURISM FOR THE LARGE COMPANY AWARDS
Margariet, Sheyenne & Charla - Sales Team | Alec Bates - The Development Manager

PHASE 2 STATUS
With infrastructure complete in phase 2a for 200 serviced stands, the first tranche of stands were transferred
to new owners on Friday 3 November and the second tranche is about to be lodged. Already a number of
building plans are in the approval process as the new owners are keen to start building. The infrastructure for the
remaining 100 stands in 2b should be completed by early in 2018 and they likewise will be proclaimed for transfer.

The landscaping of phase 2 is well underway and why not have a drive around and see for yourself how the
Estate layout has been improved and the wonderful natural views that are on offer.
As part of the environmental and storm water retention plan, a number of ponds have been created in what is
known as ‘’ Duiker Donga’’ and once complete, water will be pumped out of Crake Dam to the top of the donga
and will cascade down through these ponds back into Crake Dam. Please do go and have a look for yourselves as
this is one of the Estate’s unique features.

SALE OF RESIDENTIAL STANDS IN PHASE 2B
Once we have proclamation of phase 2b then the remaining 100 stands in this area will be placed on the market
for sale.

SALE OF COMPLETED VILLAS
60 stands have been sold to Specialists Developers to build completed Villas for sale to outside buyers. (Another
43 will be released in due course).
The stands will be in separate villages within the overall Estate and will be subject to the same rules and
regulations as the rest of the Estate. For those buyers that do not wish to go through the often stressful building
process, and would prefer to buy and move into a completed home, this is the opportunity for you to buy your
dream home within The Rest.
The 60 Villa stands average 500 m2 in size and each developer will offer and construct complete homes in a
specific village, each to different themed architectural designs with an option of single and double storey ;and
either two or three bedrooms.

Some of the Developers are hopeful that their infrastructure will be complete by January 2018 with delivery of
the first Villas by mid-2018.

As some of the Developers wish to presell the Villas for delivery once complete, the sales team have a number of
indicative designs and different house layouts available and would be pleased to share these with you.
The Rest sales team have the sole mandate to sell the completed villas and interested buyers should reserve
quickly, as a number of villas have already been reserved off plan.

SALES TEAM CHANGES
On the 31st October we were very sorry to lose the services of Charla Meyer as the sales manager of The Rest’s
in house Sales Team. Charla out of the blue in mid October was head hunted as the CEO of an international
AgroChemical Company and after 8 years of selling property at The Rest, she decided that a change was as
good as a “Rest” (excuse the pun) and decided to accept the position.
Of course we are very sad to lose Charla as she has done an amazing job in selling stands and hand holding The
Rest through some difficult times but, she has been offered a challenge which is just too good to resist. Charla will
not be lost entirely to The Rest as she will still be involved in the background and will oversee and handle queries
from her existing buyers many of which are close friends and part of The Rest Family. She can still be contacted
on both her existing cellphone and email address.
We are extremely lucky to have the very experienced Sheyenne Vos as the senior estate agent who will assume
greater responsibilities and over the 2 years with us, she has excelled in making numerous sales and has grown
to be a major factor within The Rest family and the sales team; furthermore she also lives on the Estate. She has
been joined by Jana Maré who is an engineer by profession and has many years of experience as a fulltime estate
agent and she will assume the role of sales manager vacated by Charla. (jana@therest.co.za, 084 6030622)
Of course we wish Charla every success in her new position and we are sure she will excel and she has left the
sales function in the extremely capable hands of Sheyenne and Jana and we are sure they will also carry on and
provide exceptional service to both existing and future buyers.

FIBRE OPTIC CABLES AND IMPROVED
COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE ESTATE.
It has been decided by both Sanlam as the Developer and The Rest’s Homeowners Association that it is essential
that a modern communication and information system is introduced into the Estate as a matter of urgency and
we are pleased to report that significant progress has been made.
A number of proposals have been received from service suppliers which are under consideration and one of the
front runners is no longer Telkom, but SA Digital Village. They are offering to supply fibre optic broad band cables
to a central point within the Estate and distribute throughout the Estate, with sufficient capacity to cater for in

excess of 1200 homes and lay fibre to each and every stand boundary.
The design of the control room is complete and its construction is out to tender. Initially the intention is to offer a
basic service including broad band for internet, VOP and internal Estate communication. Thereafter on a menu
basis many other services can be offered with TV/ Movie streaming etc.
As part of the infrastructure in phase 2 sleeves have already been laid to house the fibre optic cables to take
fibre to each phase 2 stand boundary. In the case of phase 1 originally as part of the phase 1 infrastructure
sleeves were laid throughout phase 1 and these have been audited and the majority are apparently still useable.
One of the holdups at present is the negotiation with Telkom to use their sleeves up Johanna Drive to carry the
broad band fibre to the control room and an alternative solution is being investigated at present.
The intention is to move quickly on the above proposals and we are hopeful that within the next few months
significant progress will have been made.
We will keep you regularly informed on developments.

UPGRADE OF CURRO SECURITY
FENCE AND RELATED EVENTS
•

We are delighted to report that Curro School and the Developer have agreed to upgrade the entire security
fence around the school to the same high standard as the Estate’s perimeter fence; Knight’s Fencing have
already started installing the Clear –Vu portion.

•

Once complete the entire Curro boundary fence will be controlled and monitored by Thorburn Security as
part of the overall HOA security system.

•

As part of the fence upgrade a Biometric turnstile is being installed by the new Curro tennis courts, whereby
registered parents and pupils can access the school from the new drop of zone on the West side of the
Estate.

•

An undercover bicycle storage shelter will be provided at the top of the drop off zone.

•

Once the turnstile has been installed residents and owners will be able to utilise the new tennis courts after
school hours.

•

Thereafter the only access to the school will be either through the tennis court turnstile or through the main
Curro Security Entrance.

•

In the interest of safety you may have noticed that a pedestrian upgrade at both the East and West
entrances is currently underway to control the movement of pedestrian traffic in and out of the estate and
around the bus stop on Johanna Drive. Once completed pedestrians will be prevented from walking in the
road or crossing at anything other than a designated pedestrian crossing. (More details will be forthcoming in
the upcoming Estate Management newsletter).

•

As part of the upgrade of the West Entrance a fifth vehicle lane is being added mainly for construction traffic
on the Curro boundary and an additional biometric turnstile is being added to alleviate congestion at peak
times.

(Many more things are underway which will be reported in the summer issue of the Estate Management’s
newsletter).

New Curro Boundry Fence

Recent Events

ARBOR WEEK. Once again for the fourth year in a row we supported Arbor week where we purchased 300
indigenous trees for sale at wholesale prices to Estate owners and residents. Out of the 300 trees 180 were sold
to owners and the remainder donated and planted by the Developer around the Estate. Over the last 4 years
over 1200 trees have been planted around the Estate.

Sheyenne selecting the best

SPRING TRAIL RUN. The second event was held on Saturday 16th September 2017 and was a huge success,
being a fun family event that caters for any level of fitness from the professional runners to the mums and
dads with young babies. Over 550 runners entered (300 in 2016) and we are pleased to report that all entrants
finished. A number of different courses were mapped out ranging from 5, 10 and 21 kilometres for the really keen.
The event started and finished within the Curro School Grounds and meandered throughout The Rest Nature
Estate grounds.
The winner of the men’s 21km race said it was the toughest course he has ever run. A portion of the entrance
fees were donated to GRIP our preferred Charity. A Great big thank you to Curro School and to everyone involved
as it was an outstanding event and a provisional date has been set for 1st September 2018 for the next one; see
you there.

Elsa De Beer

Winners in more than one way

UPGRADE OF WALKING TRAILS. Now that the infrastructure in phase 2 is virtually complete, as part of the
Estate’s overall improvement plan, the walking, jogging and cycle trails are scheduled to be redesigned by
professional designers and upgraded throughout the whole of phase 1 and 2 with temporary trials being laid out
in phase 3 and 4 in the interim.
Work has already started in Phase 1.
PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION. The first photographic completion for owners and residents closed on 31
October and the winners will be announced shortly. The response has been amazing and some truly exceptional
photos have been entered. The next competition is scheduled for early in 2018 and details will follow. All ages are
welcome to enter and you never know you maybe come famous, if your photo is used in our marketing material.

Residents, owners and staff of The Rest Nature
Estate can submit their photos of lifestyle, birdlife,
wildlife, trees, houses, architecture, views,
sunsets and anything related to The Rest to:
photos@therest.co.za and we will then post your
photos onto The Rest Facebook page, giving you
the chance to WIN great prizes for the best photo!

Up Coming Events
2017 CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS PARTY. The Rest’s famous Children’s Christmas Party is scheduled again this
year for Thursday 16th November at the sales centre starting at 2.0pm until 5.0pm. Snacks and drinks will be
provided and Father Christmas has promised to pop in as well. An electronic invitation has been sent out so
please diarise.

PHASE 3. Planning is well underway on the creation of another 250 stands in phase 3 that will offer stands from
450 m2 upto 1500 m2, offering a choice to satisfy all buyer requirements. It is also planned that a number of
stands as in phase 2 will be sold to Specialist Developers for the construction of completed villas, on smaller
stands averaging 500 m2.
We will keep you informed as the master plan develops.

PROPOSED FUTURE CLUBHOUSE. Our architects have designed an overall concept for the proposed future
clubhouse which is modular and can be expanded as the Estate grows. As has been previously indicated there
are presently insufficient people living on the Estate to financially support the clubhouse, however judging by all
the building activity on the estate this should become a reality in the medium term.
As part of the planned clubhouse a sports field has already been constructed and at present irrigation is being
installed and the area seeded. Once grown-in the sports field will be available for ball games and other sporting
activities.

New sports field in phase 2

and a safe
holiday from all
at The Rest
For more information, contact the sales office: Jana Maré: 084 603 0622 or Sheyenne Vos: 082 410 9308
sales@therest.co.za | www.therest.co.za |
therestestate

